ENVS Committee Assignments 2017-18

Committee chair is underlined

**Steering**
*York, Lynch, Bridgham, LeMenager, Margarum*

**Personnel**
*York, Boulay, Mitchell, Weisiger*

**Undergraduate Program**
*Lynch, Boulay, Martin, Roering*

**Graduate Admissions and Recruitment**
*McDowell, Rempel, Moore. Grad Rep: Pravin, Wyant*

**Graduate Program**
*McDowell, Rempel, Moore*

**Seminar and Events**
*Silva. Grad Rep: Seguin, Shtob*

**Scholarships and Awards**
*Mitchell, Hallett, Sutherland*

**Publicity and Publications**
*Boulay, York*

**Community Building and Diversity**
*Wald, Lynch, Lynn, Cameron. Grad Rep: Baig*

**Committee on Interdisciplinary Research**
*Bohannon, Walker, Wald. Grad Rep: Meier*

**Hiring Committee – Philosophy/ENVS**
*Morar, Carey, York. Grad Rep: Meier*

**Hiring Committee – History of Art and Architecture/ENVS**
*LeMenager. Grad Rep: Magguilli*

**Executive Committee Graduate Student Representative:**
*Ben Hinde*